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Helical coil (HC) targets have been shown to focus, post-accelerate and energy select protons 

generated by the target normal sheath acceleration (TNSA) into a beam suitable for applications 

such as hadrontherapy. The HC scheme utilises the neutralising electromagnetic pulse flowing 

away from the laser irradiated TNSA source. When directed along a helix of wire a GV/m 

electric field forms, surrounding the TNSA protons and co-propagating with them along the 

HC axis. Recent experiments demonstrate collimated proton beams with mono-energetic 

features at 50MeV when HC targets are irradiated with petawatt-class lasers. HC energy gain 

is related to the time protons spend within the positive accelerating field region. However, 

energy gain saturates in longer HCs as accelerated protons out run and dephase with the strong 

positive field region. Increasing pitch with HC length as a method of maintaining 

synchronisation adversely stretches charge along the HC axis reducing the peak accelerating 

field. Here a multi-stage approach is introduced to overcome energy gain saturation limitations. 

The output proton beam from one HC is injected into a second to further post-accelerate the 

protons. Dual accelerated protons are observed in a collimated beam with mono-energetic 

features at energies exceeding a single HC stage. The delay between first and second stage HC 

charging determines the energy band accelerated in the second stage. A maximum 40MeV is 

observed with a stage delay corresponding to dual acceleration of protons initially at the TNSA 

seed beam energy cut off. However, successful replication of the experiment in particle tracing 

simulations reveals optimum acceleration occurs for a longer stage delay. Here a lower energy 

band of seed protons propagate synchronously with the electric field across both stages. 
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